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A diagnostic modeling study of the cloud and precipitation

processes, and also frontogenesis have been analyzed in a severe

narrow cold-frontal rainband with the aid of a three-dimensional,

diagnostic cloud model.

The results of the model simulations indicate that the heavy

precipitation just behind the surface cold front was associated

with a low-level warm rain process driven by the severe prefrontal

updraft. The precipitation well behind the leading edge of cold

front resulted from the melting of graupel. The sensitivity

studies for the rain water distribution indicated that the

Analytical Gamma distribution may be a more suitable functional fit

for the raindrop distribution as compared with the Marshall-Palmer

distribution.

The differential heating due to microphysical processes

(condensation and evaporation) at the leading edge of the surface
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cold frontal region facilitated the required density contrast

across the front and thus maintained the propagation of the density

current. The leading edge of the cold front was also characterized

by frontogenesis for levels above 0.9 kin and frontolysis just ahead

and immediately behind the cold front. The low level frontolysis

indicated that buoyancy effects were almost negligible at the

leading edge of the cold front. Instead the upward motion was

created by mechanical lifting (pressure effects). The fronto-

genetical effects due to diabatic heating were quite important at

the 1.2 - 2 km levels where the peak updraft occurred.
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DIAGNOSTIC MODELING STUDY OF A SEVERE NARROW COLD-FRONTAL RAINBAND

1. INTRODUCTION

1 . 1 General Background

Extratropical cyclonic weather systems are associated with a

large part of the everyday rainy and snowy weather in middle

latitudes. These weather systems have been subjected to intensive

study since the beginning of the twentieth century. The classical

Norwegian model which was first developed by Bjerknes (1919), and

Bjerknes and Solberg (1922), is still considered an accurate

description of the large-scale aspects of the formation of clouds

and precipitation in extratropical cyclones. The Norwegian cyclone

model was further developed by Bergeron (1937) by introducing the

microphysical composition of the frontal cloud layers and

discussing the relevent precipitation growth process inferred from

surf ace arid limited upper air observations. This model indicates

that broad frontal scale ascent produces a fairly uniform zone of

precipitation.

However, since this time, it is become well recognized that

the regions of heaviest precipitation in extratropical cyclones are

often organized in the form of mesoscale rainbands (Austin 1960;

Austin and Houze 1972; Browning etal., 1973; Harrold 1973; Houze

etal., 1976; Hobbs etal,, 1978; Houze and Hobbs 1982). Such

bands have length scales from 10 - 100 km and have typical hf e-

times of several hours. These conclusions were based on aircraft,

radar and surface observations. Houze etal. (1976) classified the



rainbands according to their location arid orientation within the

cyclonic storm. Fig. 1.1 shows a revised version of their original

classification. Seven types of rainbands have been identified.

They are warm frontal, warm-sector, wide cold-frontal, narrow

cold-frontal, wave-like, prefrontal cold-surge and postfrontal.

Basically, these mesoscale rainbands fall into two main categories;

the wide-frontal rainbands that are oriented parallel to either the

surface warm or cold front, and relatively small rainbands (in

width) such as the narrow cold-frontal rainband and wave-like

rainbands.

The most intense precipitation in an extratropical cyclone is

often associated with the narrow cold frontal rainband (NCFR

singular, NCFRs plural) which straddles the surface cold front

(Browning and Harrold 1970; Hobbs 1978).

A detailed study of a particularly intense NCFR and compari-

Sons with more typical, less intense NCFRs, will be the focus of

this study. To provide a background to our research we will

summarize the previous research on NCFRs.

1.2 Previous Studies of Narrow Cold-Frontal Rainbands

Wexler (1947) and Kessler and Wexier (1960) were among the

first to report an event of a NCFR (although the rainband was not

defined as such). At this time the feature was regarded as 2-

dimensional line of forced convection resulting from strong low

level convergence. Browning and Harrold (1970) and Browning and

Pardoe (1973) were among the first to analyze the kinematic
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structure of a NCFR using Doppler radar. Their conceptual model

included two types of updrafts: a near vertical updraft at the

surface cold front extending to 2 km, and shallow-slope convection

above the frontal zone. The line convection was regarded as two-

dimensional and occurred in the absence of appreciable hydrostatic

instability. The resulting updrafts which were sufficient to

generate hail and thunder, were on the order of 5-10 ms. The

slope convection produced a period of moderate precipitation behind

the surface cold front, and was associated with a pronounced

transverse circulation. A band parallel low level jet (LU) with

speeds 25-30 ms1 existed ahead of the band at approximately 1 km

elevation. The rising motion along the front was considered to be

part of a "right-hand corkscrew circulation" around the LU. The

bottom portion of this helical circulation resulted in band

relative inflow speeds of 10-12 ms'.

However, Hobbs (1978), James and Browning (1 979) and Hobbs and

Biswas (1979) demonstrated that NCFRs consist of a series of small,

ellipsoidally-shaped (breath -4 1cm, length 16 km) precipita-

tion cores (James and Browning referred to these as line elements)

that straddle the surface cold front and which are oriented at a

small angle clockwise to the surface cold front. The precipitation

cores, which coincide with sharp rising motion, are separated by

gap regions where the kinematic discontinuities associated with the

front are much less pronounced, and precipitation is usually light.

Studies by Hobbs et al. (1980) and Matejka et al. (1980)

confirmed that the NCFR was coincident with the surface cold front
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and its associated pressure trough. The precipitation cores were

associated with a distinct updraft-downdraft circulation. Aircraft

measurements by Matejka et al. (1980) and Hobbs and Persson (1982)

both reported substantial amounts of liquid water (> 1 gnr3) in the

updraft core along with low ice particle concentrations. The

downdraft region was found to contain moderate liquid water

contents (< 1 gnr3) and high ice particle concentrations. Con-

siderable ice enhancement (probably by ice splinter production

during riming) was active in the rainband studied. These workers

also concluded that the primary mechanism for the growth of

precipitation that leads to the high precipitation rates in the

core regions was most likely associated with the formation of

graupel through riming. Rutledge and Hobbs (1984) further analyzed

the NCFR studied by Hobbs and Perssori with the aid of a two-

dimensional diagnostic cloud model and field measurements. Their

model results indicated that the high precipitation rates in this

NCFR were associated with graupel. They concluded that the graupel

forms when ice particles, which originate in the stratiform cloud

ahead of the rainband, grow rapidly by riming after entering the

strong updraft associated with the rainband.

Carbone (1982) reported on the use of a triple Doppler radar

network to study the passage of a sharp cold front. The use of the

three radars allowed him to deduce the wind field in this rainband

without assuming two dimensionality, which had to be invoked in

previous studies when only single-Doppler coverage was available.

He observed a band of particularly intense precipitation (with



precipitation rates in excess of 100 mm/hr) 5 km wide and 250 km

long coincident with a zone of strong cyclonic shear. This cold

front was preceded by a prefrontal LU, giving rise to storm rela-

tive inflow in excess of 20 ms1 in the planetary boundary layer

(PBL). This air ascended rapidly in a 2 to 3 km wide band to a

height of approximately 6 km. Average maximum updrafts in this

narrow band were 18-20 ms'.

Carbone (1982) and others have suggested that the cold front

near the surface may be viewed as the leading edge of a propagating

gravity current. In addition, Carbone, and Parsons and Hobbs

(1983) suggested the strong cyclonic shear of the frontal zone may

be subject to a Helmholtz instability operating on a wave length of

13 km. It was concluded (Carborie, 1982) that diabatic cooling

associated with melting hydrometeors was a likely mechanism,

together with synoptic-scale cold air advection, for gravity

current formation and maintenance.

Study of the frontogenetical processes (horizontal length

scale < 25 kin) of a lower tropospheric cold front was carried out

by Newton (1954) and Sanders (1955). Their studies indicate that

the warm sector air which has been first effectively entrained into

the frontal zone through the operation of intense frontogenetical

effects, is then subjected to intense frontolysis as it rises with-

in this zone. Those frontogenetical and frontolytical affects were

one or two magnitudes larger than those generally observed in the

free atmosphere. Also, the xwtion of the frontal zone is controll-

ed by the motion of the adjacent cold air. Shapiro (1984) present-
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ed temperature and high resolution wind data (150 m horizontal

resolution) for a sharp dry cold front. His frontogenesis calcula-

tion shows the relative importance between the cross-frontal

confluence and the differential vertical motion (tilting) in

forcing frontogenesis.

The kinematic and thermodynamic structure of a strong cold

front in the Gulf of Alaska has been studied by Bond and Fleagle

(1985) using aircraft and dropsonde data. Their small-mesoscale

(horizontal and vertical resolution, 700 in and 100 in respectively)

analysis shows that the vertical transport of air and water vapor

was highly concentrated within a zone about 2 kin in width located

at the leading edge of the front. Gradients of temperature,

humidity and associated frontogenetical processes were also con-

centrated near the leading edge of the cold front. Frictional

convergence in the boundary layer accounted for 80% of the observed

updraft which was on the order of 6 ms1. They also reported that

the confluence and tilting terms (frontogenesis equation, Sanders

1955) contributed more or less equally to strong frontogenesis in

the strong updraft region and noted that the turbulent mixing was

the only strongly frontolytic process in the boundary layer near

the front. Bond and Fleagle suggested that boundary layer mixing

might be the primary process which limits the sharpness of the

front.



1.3 Research Objectives

This thesis is concerned with using a three-dimensional,

diagnostic model of cloud and precipitation processes to extend the

study of the severe NCFR observed by Carbone (1982).

The primary objective of this study is to identify the

important cloud and precipitation mechanisms that operate in this

severe NCFR and to see how these processes compare to those within

more typical NCFRs. The secondary objective is to discuss the

relationship between the gravity current propagation mechanism and

diabatic processes associated with the cloud microphysics.

The third objective is to acquire a better understanding of

the thermodynamic and kinematic structure of this intense NCFR.

This will be achieved by conducting studies of the frontogenesis

equation.

The thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 model input

data are described. In Chapter 3, the numerical model used in this

study is described, along with a brief review of previous cloud

model studies. The model simulations are presented in Chapter 4.

Chapter 5 will discuss the diagnostic analysis of frontogenesis.

Chapter 6 will summarize the results of the model studies and give

suggestions for future work.



2. DISCUSSION OF THE MODEL INPUT DATA

2.1 Nature of the Data Sets

In this chapter we discuss the input data for the model

simulations, such as the air motion pattern, temperature and

moisture. Such inputs are necessitated by the nature of the

kinematic model. The required input data are taken from the well

documented case study of a NCFR reported by Carbone (1982). This

study analyzed a severe NCFR on 5 February 1978 which passed

through the field network set up for the Sierra Cooperative Pilot

Project (SCPP) in northern California. Data from a Doppler-radar

network consisting of the NCAR CP-3 C-band radar and two NOAA

X-band radars are the principal data used for this study. Fig. 2.1

shows the SCPP observational area with the positions of the radars

indicated. Soundings were routinely launched near the northwestern

radar site (Sheridan, California) at roughly 3-hour interval.

Carbone computed the horizontal air motion and divergence

fields from the Cartesian radial velocity fields. The vertical air

motion (w), was obtained indirectly by integrating the anelastic

equation of mass-continuity. In this analysis, the density of air

(p) was assumed to decrease exponentially with height (z) in an

atmosphere of scale height 10 km. The boundary condition was w0

at z=6.3 km. The computed storm motion is defined as (U) =21.7

ms, along the x-axis and (V) =18.2 ms1, along the y-axis. These

are velocities in a rotated coordinate system where the y axis is

taken parallel to the rainband.
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SIERRA COOPERATIVE

PILOT PROJECT AREA

IoRENO

..0oSA4RAMENTO

sco

PA Cif IC

oo 0 00 200 300

3CLE 0 KIL0M(r

Fig. 2.1 Sierra Cooperative Pilot Project study area showing
Doppler site at CP-3 and sounding site at Sheridan.
(Adapted from Carbone, 1982)
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Fig. 2.2a shows the radar reflectivity scan from the NCAR CP-3

radar at 12:05 PST. The radar ref lectivities in the 5 km band were

in excess of 45 dBz, with the average maximum of 50-55 dBz. The

heavy precipitation area, essentially two-dimensional, was at least

250 km in length. Light precipitation extended to 10-15 km in

advance of the NCFR and approximately 60 km behind the band. The

radial velocity field at 12:05 PST is shown in Fig. 2.2b. The sign

convention is such that the velocities away from the radar are

positive and negative for flow towards the radar. Fig. 2.2b

indicates that the strong cyclonic wind shear exists across the

rainband with southeasterly winds ahead of the cold front and

westerlies behind. These features can be easily identified by

observing the zero velocity contours (white-grey bands). Strong

anticyclonic wind shear is present at the edge of the mesoscale

wave at 210° azimuth.

Fig. 2.3 shows the radar reflectivity and velocity structure

at 12:16 PST. A hook echo can be seen in the reflectivity pattern,

and 13 km northward, another similar closed vortex discontinuity is

present (upper lefthand corner). Strong cyclonic shear is quite

evident in the tornado vortex region (Fig. 2.3b). Pressure jumps

across the rainband were on the order of 3.5 to 5.5 mb, and damag-

ing winds, electrical activity and at least two tornadoes were

reported. Rainfall rates averaged 100 nimh' over a four minute

period in the narrow band followed by a 40 minute period of light

(2.5 mmh1) rain. There were no surface reports of hail or

graupel precipitation, apparently all ice precipitation melted



(a) (b)

Fig. 2.2. Large scale rainband structure at 12:05 PST as viewed

from NCAR CP-3. (a) radar reflectivity (dBz), (b) radial velocity

(m s'). Range marks at 25 Km intervals. (Adapted from Carbone, l982.

(a) (b)

Fig. 2.3. Rainhand structure at 12:16 PST (a) radar reflectivity, (b)

radial velocity, two minutes prior to tornado damage on the ground.

Range marks are at 10 Km intervales. (Adapted from Carbone, 1982 ).
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before arriving at the surface. The freezing level measured at the

Sheridan sounding at 10:00 PST was 2.1 km.

Our diagnostic modeling study uses this well documented

Carbone data (in a rotated frame of reference) at 12:12 PST and

12:16 PST, to conduct two model simulations in addition to various

sensitivity studies. By further examining the Carbone data, we

decided upon two subset regions of the data at the two above

times. Case 1, at 12:12 PST consists of a strong precipitation

core with a surface reflectivity in excess of 50 dBz. Case 2, at

12:16 PST consists of the two-dimensional precipitation core and

tornado vortex.

We acquired data from NCAR (National Center for Atmospheric

Research) using the CEDRIC batch processer (Mohr, 1985). Data

existed only to the 0.9 km level. Hence when making data sets for

the model we simply persisted the original data down to 0.3 km

level. The grid spacings used in the model simulations for Case 1

and Case 2 are 600 m, 600 m and 300 in (in x,y,z directions) and 300

in, 900 m and 300 m respectively. The 12:12 PST data set that

consists of 17X20X20 data points (in x,y,z), extend from 3.6 km

ahead of the cold front to 6 km behind it. The 12:16 PST data set

has 20X13X20 data points, including the 1 kin X 1 kin (horizontal

scale) tornado. Both Case 1 and Case 2 data sets extend to a

maximum height of 6 km. Computational time limitation was the

primary reason for selecting the grid sizes and total number of

data points used in this study.
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2.2 Case 1, 12:12 PST

The horizontal and vertical cross sections of air motion

pattern and radar reflectivities at 12:12 PST are shown in Fig. 2.4

and Fig. 2.5. The horizontal radar coverage shows the two

dimensional feature of the rainband, whereas the vertical cross-

section data shows that the area both ahead of the rainband and

immediately behind it was stratiform as indicated by the horizon-

tally oriented reflectivity contours. The radar bright band is

present just below the 2.1 km level, which is the approximate

height of the 0°C level.

The air notion pattern in Fig. 2.5 is characterized by strong

low level inflow. This inward flow is quite pronounced between the

surface and the 1.8 km level. The updraft and downdraft structure

shown in Figs. 2.6c,d are for two typical cross sections in the x-z

plane. The updraft is characterized by strong low-level con-

vergence (Fig. 2.7). This prefrontal, highly two-dimensional

updraft reaches its maximum value (> 20 ms1) at 2.1 km level where

westerly postfrontal momentum is separated by easterly prefrontal

updraft inflow. Above the 2.1 km level the updraft is strongly

divergent (9X103s1) and gradually decreases in magnitude. The

level of maximum divergence is typically at 3.6 km (Fig. 2.7b).

Subsidence (-10 ms1) occurs immediately behind the main updraft,

as shown in Fig. 2.6. The vertical air motion immediately rearward

of the band (±3 ms) has strong three dimensional features with

y-axis roll circulations quite evident. This updraft appears to be

naturally seeded by the prefrontal precipitation at x-22.9 km,
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(a) W z=1,2 Km. (b) W z=2.4 Kin.
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Fig. 2.6. Horizontal and vertical cross-sections of vertical

velocities at 12:12 PST; positive values indicate updrafts. Units

are in m
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Fig. 2.7. Horizontal and vertical cross-sections of the

divergence field at 12:12 PST (a) z=l.2 Km and (b) y=ll.4 Km.

Positive values denote the divergence and negative values denote

the convergence. Regions where the convergence is greater than

5x103 s- are shaded.
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Fig. 2.8. Horizontal and vertical cross-sections of the

divergence field at 12:16 PST (a) zl.2 Km and (b) y9.9 Km.

Units are in lO s. Shading as in Fig. 2.7.
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similar to the case studied by Rutledge and Hobbs (1984).

The horizontal cross frontal wind (U) relative to the cold

front is shown in Fig. 2.9. This surface, for which (U=0) is just

above 2.1 km indicating that the frontal motion is coincident with

the air motion at this level. Band parallel wind speed CV) is

shown in Fig. 2.10. The V=0 profile is similar to the tJ=0 profile

at 2.1 km height where it clearly defines the structure of this

gravity wave Fig. 2.10. Fig. 2.lOc,d also shows the prefrontal low

level jet core at 0.65 kin (x=-26.5 kin) with storm relative speed of

15 ms1. The horizontal wind at that level is parallel to the

rainband.

2.3 Case 2, 12:16 PST

Horizontal and vertical air motion patterns and radar

ref lectivities for the 12:16 PST volume are shown in Figs. 2.11

and 2.12. At 12:16 PST the hook echo can be seen in Fig. 2.11a

with strong inflow to the weak echo at low levels. Upward motion

surrounds the vortex on three sides (Fig. 2.13a,b). There are two

distinct updraft cores. The south-east updraft is in excess of 30

ms1 and the downdraft is also on the order of 20 ms1 in the hook

echo. The parent vortex circulation center is located between the

northward updraft core and the main downdraft. Intense convergence

(2x102s1) exists in the vortex center region (Fig. 2.8). The

vortex is more circular at low levels compared to upper levels.

Upper level radar reflectivity is separated into two regions (Fig.

2.11b) due to strong cyclonic wind shear. Fig. 2.14 shows the
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parallel velocity (V, m s_l) at 12:12 PST. The V=0 surface coincides

with the gust front.
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(a) U-V 12:16 PST. z=1.2 Km.
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Fig. 2.13. Horizontal and vertical cross-Sections of the vertical

velocities at 12:16 PST; positive values denote the updrafts.

Units are in m s-.
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three dimensional view of the 45 dBz surface, looking towards the

south-southwest (SSW). The hook echo and vault are easily

recognized at x=-20.3 km and y=lO km. The 45 dBz upper surface is

much lower over the vault than it is elsewhere. This surface is

coincident with the apex of the downdraft indicating that the

airflow is such that hydrometeors cannot be transported upward, but

rather turn downward into the downdraft occlusion by forming a hook

echo below. This downward movement of hydrometeors in the vortex

will be seen later when the model simulations are discussed.

The northwestern region (away from the vortex) of this NCFR is

very two dimensional and its characteristics are similar to Case 1

(12:12 PST). The postfrontal inflow extends from 0.5 to 2.1 km

with a maximum cross band speed, (U), of 8 ms. Fig. 2.16 shows

the band parallel low level jet at 0.65 km level as in Case 1.

Fig. 2.16, Fig. 2.17 and the isometric U0 profile (Fig. 2.15)

indicate that the storm motion looks like a propagating density

current (Charba, 1974).

2.4 Soundings and Surface Measurements

We use the prefrontal sounding (10:00 PST) as the initial

conditions for the temperature and relative humidity fields input

to the model, assuming horizontal homogeneity. Fig. 2.18a shows

the prefrontal (10:00 PST) and postfrontal (13:00 PST) soundings.

Cloud base was observed (at Sacramento Metropolitan Airport) to be

at 670 m AGL. This corresponds to the lifting condensation level

(LCL) from a well mixed subcloud layer. Profiles of the observed
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Fig. 2.14. Perspective view of 45 dBz surface at 12:16 PST

as seen from towards the SSW. The hook echo and vault are the

principal features. The upper surface of 45 dBz is quite low

over the vault (Adapted from Carbone, 1983).
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Fig. 2.15. Isometric plot of U=O surface at 2 Km height.

Classic gust front shape is revealed. Horizontal discontinuity

in the surface is coincident with the vortex and tornado

(Adapted from Carbone, 1983).
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temperature, P and equivalent potential temperature, 0e (Fig.

2.18b) indicate that warming occurs between the 2.2 km and 6.5 km

levels. The isothermal layer (-2 km) may be due to the melting

of hydrometeors. Evaporative cooling is significant in the lowest

0.3 km level where downdraft outflow takes place.
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3. DISCUSSION OF THE I4DDEL

3.1 General Concepts of Cloud Models

This chapter describes the numerical model that is used in

this study. However, before the model is discussed in some detail

we will give a brief review of previous cloud modeling studies as

well as some general concepts.

Cloud models are widely used today to predict the water budget

and internal circulation in clouds, and to study the interactions

between them. Cloud models fall into two broad categories.

Dynamic models predict the air motion pattern in a cloud, one which

is consistent with the predicted water budget (the distribution of

ice and water substances within the cloud). Kinematic models, on

the other hand, diagnose the water budget in equilibrium with a

specified air motion pattern. This latter type of model is used

when the air motion pattern is regarded as steady-state and the

degree of coupling between the air motion pattern and cloud

microphysics is not strong. i further subdivision of model types

occurs in the treatment of the cloud microphysical processes. The

cloud processes are handled either in an explicit manner, or by a

parameterized technique. In the explicit technique, discrete

particle sizes are included, allowing the number concentration of

particle types to be followed accurately with time. In the

parameterized technique, the particle size distribution is

specified a priori and this assumption is used to parameterize the

microphysical processes.
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3.1.1 Explicit microphysics

Danielsen etal. (1972) studied cumulus convection by using a

Lagrangian bubble model with explicit microphysics. This model was

one-dimensional (1-D) in a dynamic framework. A total of 40 mass

categories were used to determine the water and ice distribution.

Similar modeling study that was conducted by Ogura and Takahashi

(1973) dealt with a total of 61 mass categories corresponding to

radii from 4 jim to 4 mm. Their 1-D model study described the

microphysical processes of condensation, evaporation, stochastic

coalescence, sedimentation and drop breakup. Scott and Hobbs

(1977) and Yau and Austin (1979) also developed 1-D, explicit type

cloud models in a similar dynamic framework.

Larger models of convective precipitation, using 2-D framework

and explicit type microphysics, have been developed by Soong

(1974), Takahashi (1976) and Hall (1980). The explicit type models

in 3-D framework are the largest cloud models that have been

developed. Examples include Cotton and Tripoli (1978), and more

recently Takahashi (1981).

3.1.2 Parameterized microphysics

A 1-D, time dependent numerical model with parameterized

microphysics was developed for cumulus convection by Weinstein

(1970). This model considered the processes of horizontal mixing,

evaporation, precipitation and freezing, as well as the thermo-

dynamic and dynamic processes for isolated cumuli. Similar models

have been used by Simpson and Wiggert (1969), Wisner etal. (1972)
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arid Cheng (1981). Two-dimensional models with parameterized cloud

microphysics have been discussed by Orville and Kopp (1977), and

Chang (1977) for convective precipitation. The Orville and Kopp

studies were extended by Lin etal. (1983) to include a snow

category. Three-dimensional models using parameterized micro-

physics have been described by Kiemp and Wilhelmson (1978), Clark

(1979), and Bennetts and Rawlings (1981).

The model studies discussed above are for convective

precipitation. Models developed to study the cloud microphysics in

stratiform and frontal precipitation are more scarce. Early models

that were developed to study stratiform precipitation by Wexler

(1952), Wexler and Atlas (1958) and Houghton (1968) were crude

compared with the more recent models discussed above. A simple

kinematic model of growth of precipitation particles in cloud

systems was developed by Jonas and Tabony (1973). This model was

used to calculate the growth of hail pellets in a NCFR that had

been analysed by Browning and Harrold (1970). Rutledge and Hobbs

(1983, 1984) were among the first to study the precipitation

processes in warm and narrow-cold frontal rainbands using 2-D,

kinematic cloud models. These models utilized bulk water micro-

physical parameterization technique to represent the precipitation

fields which were assumed to follow inverse exponential size

distribution functions. A three-dimensional kinematic model that

was developed by Ziegler (1985) was used to diagnose thermodynamic

and microphysical variables within a thunderstorm observed in

Oklahoma. The microphysical parameterization in this study is
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similar to the rainband models of Rutledge and Hobbs. An

Analytical Gamma distribution function was used in the Ziegler

model to represent the cloud water and rainwater size distribu-

tions. Most of the other models use a Marshall-Palmer type

distribution. An analytic solution of the stochastic coalescence

equation based on the Gamma distribution function was used to

parameterize coalescence processes. More recently Rutledge (1986)

developed a 3-D, parameterized and steady state model to study the

microphysical processes in the stratiform region associated with a

tropical squall line.

3.2 Discussion of the model

3.2.1 Size distributions

The numerical model used in this study is similar to that

described by Rutledge and Hobbs (1983, 1984). This model is

three-dimensional in an Eulerian framework (x,y and z), and uses

paraineterized cloud and precipitation physics. The model variables

include: temperature (T), and mixing ratios of water vapor (q),

cloud water (qc), cloud ice (q1), snow (g5), graupel (qg)

and rain (q). The fields of cloud water and cloud ice advect

with the prescribed 3-D air motion pattern in both horizontal and

vertical directions, whereas snow, graupel and rain, while moving

with the horizontal winds, are allowed to fall relative to the

updraft since these particles can have rather appreciable

fallspeeds.
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3.2.2a Raindrop size distributions

In this study, we conduct two case studies by using two

different raindrop parameterization techniques. The first method

uses the Marshall and Palmer (1948) raindrop distribution which is

identical to that used by Rutledge and Hobbs. The second method

uses the analytical gamma raindrop distribution (Willis, 1984).

Comparisons are made between these simulations to determine

possible differences that may occur.

The raindrop size distribution for the Marshall-Palmer

distribution is expressed as:

NDR = NOR exp(_ARDR) dDR (3.1)

where NDR(m3) is the number of raindrop per cubic meter whose

diameters lie between DR and DR+dDR NOR(8x1O6rn) is the

slope intercept value and AR(m') is the distribution slope.

This is given by,

PLNO 0.25

= 1

R]
(3.2)

The size distribution for the analytical gamma type is given

N' =N'
DR OR

D exp(_A'RDR) dDR (3.3)

where N'DR is the number of raindrops per cubic centimeter whose

diameters lie between DR and DR+dDR. The term, N'OR is

defined as:
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6.36x1OM 1 2.5
N'OR (-)

where D0 is the median volume diameter which is computed from the

empirically derived relation,

D0 = O.157M068 (3.5)

where M=pqr(gm3) and is in cm. Also,

5.57
A' = (3.6)R

3.2.2b Snow and graupel size distributions

The particle size distribution for snow and graupel are

assumed to be distributed continuously, according to an inverse

exponential distribution. The snow particle size distribution is

defined as

where

and,

NDS = N0s exp(.AD5) dDs

sNo 0.25

AS = {pq (3.8)
S

N = 14x106m
OS

The graupel particle size distribution is defined as:

= NOG exp(.AGDG) dDG (3.9)
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and,
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ffPGNO 0.25

AG = (3.10)
g

NOG = 14x106m

3.2.3 Continuity equations

The continuity equations for water vapor (qv), cloud water

(qc) and cloud ice (qj) are of the form:

so
aq q - (3.11)u--v--wW 3x 3y z p

where u, v, and w are the horizontal and vertical winds,

respectively.

The continuity equations for the precipitating fields of rain,

snow and graupel are all of the form:

so
3q q q

- (w+V) + (3.12)
z

The terms S0 represents sources and sinks for the field q.

The thermodynamic equation for temperature T is of the form,

T
) + (3.13)u - v - w(_ + r

ax ay 3z d p

where Sh is the diabatic heating contribution to T. Both the S0

and Sh terms have been previously discussed by Rutledge and Hobbs

(1983, 1984). The reader is referred to these references for a

complete description of the model.
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3.2.4 Mass-weighted falispeeds

All particles in the precipitating fields of rain, snow and

graupel are assumed to fall at their mass-weighted falispeeds. The

form of the mass-weighted fallspeeds for rain, snow and graupel

that use the inverse exponential size distribution are given in

Rutledge and Hobbs (1983, 1984) and will not be repeated here. For

the analytical gamma distribution, the mass-weighted fallspeed

relation is defined as,

I N' (D )M(D )V (D )dD
DR R R R R R

- 0VR= - (3.14)

5 N' (D )M(D )dD
DR R R R

0

where M(DR)=1T/6PLD. For VR(DR) we use a polynomial fit to

the experimental data of Gunn and Kinzer (1949), which is

VR(DR) = -0.267 + Sl.SDR 102.25D2R + 75.5D3R (3.15)

where the drop diameter DR is in cm and V j From Eqs.

(3.3), (3.14) and (3.15),

= [-0.267 + 51.5(4+c&)X'1 - 102.25(4+cz)(5+ct))2 (3.16)

0.4+ 75.5(4+ct)(5+ct)(6+ct)X'3

where X'R(cm1) is given by Eq. (3.6). The factor (p0/p)°-4

allows for the change in fallspeed with air pressure (Foote and

DuToit, 1969).
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3.2.5 Parameterization of the cloud physics processes

The microphysical processes included in the model are

indicated schematically in Fig. 3.1. They include condensation,

deposition, freezing, riming, melting, collection and evaporation.

Since all of these processes have been discussed by Rutledge and

Hobbs (1983, 1984) they will not be described again here. Only

those specific terms which incorporate the analytical gamma

raindrop distribution are discussed at this time, since they have a

different form from those using the Marshall-Palmer distribution.

(a) Collection of cloud water by rainwater (PRACW)

The collection of cloud water is assumed to follow the

continuous collection equation.

(DR) = . (3.17)

Multiplying Eq. (3.17) by Eq. (3.3) and integrating yields

p0 0.4 a0r(3+cz) a1r(4+c)
PRACW = :. {rrT

R R

a2r(5+a) a3r(6+)

x' (5+c) + .,(6+ct)J
(3.18)

R R

The term r represents the Gamma function.
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Fig. 3.1. Schematic showing the cloud model variables and

microphysical processes in the 3-D kinematic model. (Adapted from

Rutledge and Hobbs, 1984).
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(b) Graupel initiation by rain-cloud ice collisions (PRACI,
PIACR)

The transformation of rain and cloud ice to snow or graupel

when T < 0°C (P*RACI, Fig. 3.1) requires the parameterization of

two terms. PRACI gives the rate at which cloud ice is collected by

rain whereas PIACR gives the rate at which rain is frozen due to

collisions with cloud ice.

The collection of cloud ice by rain (PRACI) is given by the

continuous collection equation:

p0 0.4dM
(Dx) = pD2 V (D

R R R () (3.19)

4u1tip1ying Eq. (3.19) by Eq. (3.3) and integrating yields,

p0 0.4 a0r(3+c) a1r(4+cd
PRACI = 1

+

R R

a2r(5+c) a3r(6+c)

+ çrs +
(3.20)

The rate at which a cloud ice particle collides with raindrops

(assuming continuous collection) is

D3N' dD (3.21)= f ERI D RVR(DR) () R DR R
0

The rate that cloud ice particles collide with rain in a given

volume is found by multiplying Eq. (3.21) by the number

concentration of cloud ice particles n0j=pq/M1 where M is
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the average mass of a cloud ice particle. Therefore;

p0 0.4 a0r(6+cfl a1r(7+c)
PIAR = nciPLERIN'oR(_) +

R R

a2r(8+cj) a3r(9+a)

'

(8+T + rcr] (3.22)

R R

(c) Graupel initiation by collisions between rain and snow (PSACR,
PRACS)

When graupel is initiated by collisions between rain and snow

(p*SACR in Fig. 3.1) two terms are again required for mass

continuity. PSACR gives the rate at which snow collects rain and

PRACS represents the rate at which rain collects snow.

The collection of rain by snow (PSACR) is given by the

continuous collection equation:

dN
. (Dc) = f (DR+DS)2(VS(DS)_VR(DR)IPL*D3RN'DRdDR. (3.23)

0

The integral in this case represents the rate at which a snow

particle collects the mass contained in rain particles with

diameters from DR to DR+dDR. The total collection rate by

all snow particles is then found by multiplying Eq. (3.23) by Eq.

(3.7) and integrating overall snow particle sizes. That is:

PSACR = 0f (Ds)NDSdDS (3.24)
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To simplify the integration, all particles in the rain and snow

fields are assumed to fall at their mass-weighted fallspeeds (VR

and VS for rain and snow respectively). The solution becomes:

p0 0.4
2r(4+)

PSACR = ESRPS 2T VRI() N'oRNOs{___.
SR

2r(5+) r(6+ct)

Tsc +
(3.25)

SR SR

The rate at which rain collects snow (PRACS) can be expressed

in a similar manner as:

- p0 0.4
r(6)r(1+c)

PRACS = ESRPS JV Vs(._p.) NtoRNoS[______,.

SR

r(5)r(2+ct) r(4)r(3+a)
(3.26)

R

(d) Collection of rain by graupel (PGACR)

Since both graupel and rain have appreciable falispeeds, the

parameterization of this collection processes can be formulated in

the same manner as PSAcR in Eq. (3.25). It is of the form,

p0 0.4
2r(4+a)

PGACR = EGRpL T G R P OR OGV -Vt(_) N' N
[

GR

r5-'-c r(64-c&)

(5+j (3.27)

G R G R
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(e) Evaporation of rainwater (PREVP)

This evaporation of rainwater (PREVP) is calculated if the air

is subsaturated with respect to water and the evaporation of cloud

water (PCOND) is insufficient to remove the subsaturation.

Similarly, if the air is above water saturation, growth by

condensation occurs. From Byers (1965),

where

and

dN 2TTDR(S_l)F

(DR) A'+B' (3.28)

L LM
A'- v ,VV

a

B'
R*T

e
W SW

The form of A' used here is given by Pruppacher and Klett (1978).

The ventilation coefficient F (Beard and Pruppacher, 1977) is given

by:

1/3 1/2
F = 0.78 0.31 S R (3.29)

c e

where the Reynolds number, Re=VR(DR)DRp/. The Schmidt

number S is taken as 0.6. Substituting these values into Eq.

(3.28) and integrating over all rain diameters yields,

0.78r(2)
+ 0.31

g1/3(L)PREVP = ATT 2+c)
R

p0 0.4
r(3+ct)

(3+) (p-) 1
(3.30)

R
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To simplify the integration, it was assumed that the falispeeds of

raindrops is in the form of VR(DR)=a'DR. This completes the

description of the modified terms using the analytical gamma

distribution form.

3.3 Initial Conditions and Numerical Techniques

The initial fields of water vapor mixing ratio, temperature

and pressure are specified in the model. Horizontal and vertical

winds are input into the model and held constant throughout the

numerical simulation. These data have been described in Chapter

2. Since the air motion remains constant during the model simula-

tion, no interactions between microphysical and dynamical processes

are considered.

The continuity equations for temperature (T) and water vapor

mixing ratio (q) are integrated in finite difference form, using

forward-time extrapolation for local changes in time, and upstream-

space differencing for the advection terms (Haltiner and Williams,

1980). The remainder of the continuity equations are integrated in

finite difference form, using forward-time differencing for the

time derivatives and the cubic spline method for the advection

terms (Purnell, 1976). A staggered grid is employed in this study

with the horizontal and vertical winds being held one-half grid

space from the water continuity variables. The time steps for Case

1 (12:12 PST) and Case 2 (12:16 PST) data sets are 10 S and S S

respectively. Boundary conditions are chosen according to the

following procedure. If the boundary is an inflow boundary, the
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model variables are assumed to be unchanged at the boundaries.

Otherwise the model variables at the boundaries are set to the

nearest grid point value.
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4. DISCUSSION OF THE MODEL SIMULATIONS

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter the various model simulations are presented.

This study is centered on the discussions of these model

simulations, based on two analysis times by Carbone (1982). Case

1, discussed in section 4.2 presents the model simulation using the

12:12 PST volume. In section 4.3, a sensitivity study, in which

the raindrop size distribution used in the model is given by an

Analytical Gamma distribution (instead of the usual Marshall-Palmer

distribution) is presented and discussed. This simulation also

uses the 12:12 PST volume as model input. Finally, in section 4.4,

the model simulation using 12:16 PST volume as input is discussed.

This simulation again uses the Marshall-Palmer relation to describe

the size distribution for rain.

4.2 Model Results for 12:12 PST and Comparison With Observations

In this section the model results using the 12:12 PST wind

volume are presented and discussed. Also various model outputs are

compared with observations, mainly the observed radar reflectivity

field and surface precipitation rates.

The description of the model domain, along with various

inputs, is shown in Fig. 4.1. The input snow profile, q50 is

necessitated by the fact that this narrow cold-frontal rainband was

embedded within widespread stratiform precipitation. This is

typical for narrow cold-frontal rainbands (Rutledge and Hobbs,

1984). To include the transport of ice particles into the model
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Fig. 4.1. Schematic showing the model domain for the case of a NCFR embedded in stratiform cloud.

Shown are the values of the input snow (q50) from the stratiforni region ahead of the cold front,

mean profile of radar reflectivity, and the location of the updraft region. Both snow

and reflectivity profiles are located at x=-.22.9 Km.
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domain from the stratiform region, we have used a mean radar

reflectivity profile (by averaging in the y-direction) to specify a

steady-state profile of snow along the input border of the model,

at x=-22.9 km. A q5 vs dBz relation as given in Rutledge and

Hobbs (1984) has been used.

The model simulations have been conducted by activating

simultaneously the air motion and the input snow (q50) profile

and proceeding until steady state conditions have been achieved.

This occurs after 3000 s of integration time for Case 1.

4.2.1 Three dimensional structure

En this section the three-dimensional structure of the model

results for Case 1 data are discussed.

Shown in Figs. 4.2a,b are horizontal plots of the temperature

distribution at z=1.2 and z=2.4 km respectively. The updraft and

downdraft regions are characterized by temperatures higher than the

inflow air at lower levels. Latent heat release due to

condensation of water vapor and adiabatic warming due to strong

downdrafts (-10 ms1) are the most significant features in the

updraft and downdraft regions respectively. Further discussion of

the thermodynamic structure will be given in Chapter 5.

The horizontal cross-sections of the water vapor mixing ratio

(qv) are shown in Figs. 4.3a,b, at z=1.2 and z=2.4 km respective-

ly. Just ahead of the surface cold front higher q values can be

observed because of the strong cqnvergence of warm-sector air. The

values of g decrease at the upper levels in the updraft as a
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Fig. 4.2. Horizontal cross-sections of temperature field (K)

for the 12:12 PST simulation at heights of (a) 1.2 Km

and (b) 2.4 Km. Both x and y axes represent the

distance from the radar.
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ratio (qy) for the 12:12 PST simulation at heights

of (a) 1.2 Km and (b) 2.4 Km. Units are in g kg1.
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result of condensation.

The horizontal distribution of cloud liquid water mixing ratio

(qc) is shown in Figs. 4.4a,b. The peak values of the cloud

water content is reached immediately above the cold front (Fig.

4.4a) where strong convergence (Fig. 2.7a) occurs in this region.

Although cloud water condensation (PCOND) is the itost important

source term for qci the distribution of the q field does not

strictly follow the PCOND distribution, due to microphysical

process that affect q. These processes are mainly auto-

conversion and collection. The collection of cloud water by rain

(PRACW) is the most significant cloud water removal mechanism in

the downdraft region (T > 273 K). Cloud water (q), auto-

conversion (PRAE.JT) and collection of cloud water by rain water

(PRACW) are almost negligible in the area behind the main downdraft

where weak updraft and downdraft circulations (±3 ms1) are

present. There is negligible cloud ice (qj) in the updraft

region because of the fairly high temperatures.

The horizontal distribution of snow mixing ratio (q5) at

z=2.7 and z=3.6 km. is shown Figs. 4.Sa,b respectively. The snow

mixing ratio indicates considerable three-dimensional structure.

The higher values of snow mixing ratio at x-23.5 km is simply due

to the input snow (q50). In the updraft region the snow content

is quite small. In the downdraft region, the snow mixing ratio

again increases due to the collection of cloud water by snow

(PsACw). Beyond x < -29.5 kin, q5 decreases. In this region the

cloud water mixing ratio is small, hence growth by riming is
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and (b) 2.4 Km. Units are in g kg1.
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unimportant. Even though the overall distribution of snow is

three-dimensional, a two-dimensional feature still can be observed

in the main updraft and downdraft regions.

The graupel field (q) in this embedded simulation is shown

in Figs. 4.6a,b. The graupel content is characterized by large

graupel mixing ratios just behind and at the top of the main down-

draft region at 2.7 km level, with a maximum of 4.5 g kg'1. The

hatched areas denote the region where graupel is initiated via

snow-cloud water mechanism (PSACW/PWACS). Although the graupel is

initiated at the interface between the updraft and downdraft

regions, the location of the graupel maximum occurs behind the

downdraft region. This is the result of horizontal advection and

graupel growth mechanisms. Detailed discussion of these micro-

physical processes will be given in section 4.2.2.

The horizontal distribution of rain water mixing ratio (q)

at z=1.2 and z=1.8 km, indicates a strong two-dimensional structure

(Figs. 4.7a,b) in the main downdraft region and a three-dimensional

structure behind it. The maximum rain water content is 9 g kg1

(Fig. 4.7a) which occurs at approximately 0.8 km behind the leading

edge of the surface cold front. A warm rain process is operating

here. Rain water grows rapidly by collecting cloud water in this

region. Behind the cold front the cloud water contents are lower

and accretional growth is small. Hence the rainwater results

directly from the melting of graupel, followed by rapid accretional

growth.

Shown in Figs. 4.8a,b are the x-y cross-sections of the total
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precipitation rate (CPR) at z=0.6 and z=2.1 km respectively. The

precipitation rate is the total rate from rain, snow and graupel.

Three regions within these cross-sections characterized by

different precipitation rates, are identifiable. Ahead of the

updraft region, beyond x > -24.9 km, the precipitation rate (Fig.

4.8a) is generally less than 1 mmh1. The precipitation in this

region is due to the fallout and melting of input snow (q5o).

The second region is located between x-27.1 and x=-29.5 km.

The total precipitation rate can be characterized as highly

two-dimensional at the 0.6 km level (Fig. 4.8a). Maximum rates at

this level were 200 muth. Basically the precipitation is due to

the warm rain process as discussed earlier.

The third region is located beyond x < -29.5 km. Here the

precipitation rate (-10 mmh1) falls off compared to the middle

region. The melting of graupel and snow are the only mechanisms

for the production of rain water here.

The horizontal cross-sections of the radar reflectivity are

shown in Fig. 4.9, for different heights within the rainband. The

model ref lectivities are in fair agreement with the observations,

especially in the vicinity of the two-dimensional precipitation

core. Ahead of the rairiband the model values are considerably less

than the observed values. This is a result of not properly

simulating the effect of melting on reflectivity, which cannot be

properly handled in a paraineterized model. These figures indicate

that the locations of the weak and strong reflectivities correspond

to the regions of upward and downward motion respectively.
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According to our three-dimensional results, we have noted that

the heavy precipitation occurs in a two-dimensional narrow band

(-3 km width) which is characterized by the strong downdraft,

just behind the surface cold front, whereas light precipitation

takes place in the weak circulation region, beginning 4 km behind

the leading edge of the cold front. We also noted that many of the

model output fields have similar two-dimensional characteristic

structure between x=-23.5 and x=-29.5 km. Hence in the following

section we will further analyze this two-dimensional structure by

studying the mean two-dimensional (x-z) structure in the region

between x-23.5 and x=-29.5 km.

4.2.2 Two-dimensional structure

In this section the results of the mean two-dimensional

structure are discussed, including a detailed discussion of the

microphysical processes responsible for the formation of

precipitation. Comparison with field measurements described by

Carbone (1982) are also made. The mean two-dimensional structure

(x-z) has been constructed by taking a y-axis space average between

x=-23.5 and x=-29.5 km.

The vertical structure of the temperature field (T) is shown

in Fig. 4.10. Temperature maxima occur behind the cold front (-1

kin) in the downdraft region where adiabatic warming due to downward

motion ( 10 ms) is larger than the cooling due to evaporative

processes. Ahead of the surface cold front, temperature increases

above input values (x=-23.6 km) as a result of latent heat release
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due to condensation of water vapor. This warming is larger than

cooling due to adiabatic expansion in the updraft. The melting

level (273 K) is located approximately at the 2.4 km level.

Fig. 4.11 shows the condensation rate for water vapor (PCOND)

in the mean two-dimensional analysis. The location of the positive

values (condensation) and negative values (evaporation) coincide

with the updraft and downdraft regions respectively. These regions

are clearly separated from the surface cold front. The peak

condensation rate of 350x10g kgs1, is located approximately 1

km ahead of the cold front at low levels (0.9 - 1.2 kin) because of

the strong dependence of the saturation mixing ratio on temperature

and pressure. Furthermore, the maximum vertical velocities are

located at these levels.

The x-z cross-section of the water vapor mixing ratio (qv)

is shown in Fig. 4.12. Due to strong convergence (Figs. 2.7a-b) of

warm-sector air and sharp rising motion, the isolines are bowed

upward somewhat, even in the region of rapid condensation. Beyond

x=-25.9 km, q, decreases in the low levels because of the rapid

condensation of water vapor. Between the z=4.2 and z=5.7 kin

levels, the water vapor is removed by the various depositional

processes onto ice (PSDEP, PGDEP).

The cloud water mixing (q) is shown in Fig. 4.13. The mean

cloud water content reaches peak values of 2.5 g kg1 immediately

above the cold front where strong convergence (Fig. 2.7b) occurs at

this level. Since q exceeds the threshold value of 0.5 g kg1
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Fig. 4.10. Mean 2-D results for the temperature field (K) for the

12:12 PST simulation. The horizontal axis represents the distance

from the radar and the vertical axis represents height. The cold

front is indicated by the usual symbol.
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Fig. 4.11. Mean 2-D results for the rate of condensation of

water vapor (PCOND) for the 12:12 PST simulation. Units are in

l0 g kg1 s1.
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Fig. 4.12. Mean 2-D results for the water vapor mixing ratio

(q) for the 12:12 PST simulation. Units are in g kg.
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Fig. 4.13. Mean 2-D results for the cloud water mixing ratio
(q) for the 12:12 PST simulation. Units are in g kg.
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for autoconversion (PRAUT) over a large region of the updraft, rain

can be initiated. The PRAUT field is shown in Fig. 4.14. Peak

values of 25x1Og kg1s1 occur at the 1 .8 km level. Once rain is

initiated, it grows rapidly by accreting cloud water (PRACW) in the

downdraft region. However, this collection process is quite small

above the freezing level. Fig. 4.15 illustrates that the peak

values of PRACw (200x10g kg1s1) occur just behind the peaks of

cloud water mixing ratio, approximately at 1.8 km level. Thus

PRACW is a source to rain water and sink to cloud water in this

region.

The snow mixing ratio (q5) is shown in Fig. 4.16. The peak

values of snow mixing ratio that occur at x=-23.5 km are simply due

to the input snow (q5Q). In the updraft region the snow content

(0.2 g kg) is quite small. lthead of the surface cold front,

cloud water is available for snow to grow by riming (PSACW, Fig.

4.17). These rimed snow particles are then carried by the updraft

and finally fall into downdraft region where q again increases

due to the collection of cloud water by snow. This riming growth

also leads to the production of graupel. The other important snow

growth mechanism is rain-snow collisions (PSACR100x10

g kg1s'1) which activates just above the melting layer (2.4 km

level) in the downdraft. Beyond x=-28.9 km, qs decreases because

in this region the cloud water mixing ratio is too small to allow

snow to grow appreciably by riming. Furthermore snow is removed by

graupel via collection (PGACS, Fig. 4.18). Snow melting takes

place around the 2.4 km level and all the snow is melted before it
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Fig. 4.14. Mean 2-D results for the initiation of rain by

autoconversion of cloud water (PRAUT) for the 12:12 PST

simulation. Units are in iO g kg1 s.
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FIg. 4.15. Mean 2-D results for the growth rate of rain due to

the collection of cloud water (PRACW) for the 12:12 PST

simulation. Units are in lO g kg s.
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Fig. 4.16. Mean 2-D results for the snow mixing ratio (q5) in

the 12:12 PST simulation. Units are in g kg.
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Fig. 4.17. Mean 2-D results showing the growth rate of snow

due to the accretion of cloud water (PSACW) for the 12:12 PST

simulation. Units are in 1O g kg s.



reaches the ground. The snow melting rate (PSMLT-2Ox10

g kg1s1) is of course a source for rain. The other source terms,

such as initiation of cloud ice (PINT), conversion of cloud ice to

snow (PCONV), Bergeron processes (PSFW, PSFI) and rain drop

freezing (PRACI, PIACR) are quite small because of the negligible

amount of cloud ice (< 1x103g kg1). The depositional growth of

snow (PSDEP) is also quite small because of the fairly high

temperatures in the updraft.

The graupel field (q) for the mean two-dimensional study is

shown in Fig. 4.19. The graupel content is characterized by large

graupel mixing ratios behind the main downdraft region at 2.7 km

level, with a maximum of 2 g kg1. The hatched areas denote the

region where graupel is initiated. Graupel is initiated in two

different regions due to snow-cloud water mechanism (PSACW/PWACS).

Graupel initiation at x=-23.5 kin is simply due to the model input

snow. At the leading edge of the surface cold front, snow

particles (from the stratiform region) growing by riining, are

carried by the updraft and finally fall in the weak sides of the

updraft and downdraft regions (x--27.1, z3.O - 3.6 kin) where

graupel is initiated (provided q > 0.5 g kg1 and q5 > 1

g kg1) via snow-cloud water collisions. In this initiation

process both cloud water (PSACW80x10g kg1s, Fig. 4.17) and

snow (PWACS'40Ox10g kg1s1) are transferred to the graupel

category. The other graupel initiation mechanisms, rain-cloud ice

collisions (PRACl/PIACR; provided q > 1 g kg1 and q > 0

g kg1) and rain-snow collisions (PSACR/PRACS; provided both q5
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Pig. 4.18. Mean 2-D results showing the growth rate of graupel

due to the collection of snow (PGACS) for the 12:12 PST simulation

mulation. Units are in iO g kg-1 s.
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Fig. 4.19. Mean 2-0 results for the graupel mixing ratio for

the 12:12 PST simulation. Units are in g kg. The hatched areas

denote the region where graupel is initiated by snow-cloud

water mechanism.
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and q > 1 g kg1) were not activated in this simulation. The

rain water mixing ratio (q) is shown in Fig. 4.20. Clearly the

qr values are well below the threshold conditions to initiate

graupel above the 0°C level (-2.4 km). Since there is no graupel

initiation via rain-snow collisions, collection of rain by snow

PRACS (50x1Og kg1s1) is a source term for rain water

(collection of melting snow). Graupel growth by vapor deposition

(PGDEPO.4x10g kg1s1) is relatively small and is important

only immediately ahead of the surface cold front.

Once graupel is initiated, it continuous to grow largely

through the accretion of cloud water (PGACW-80x1Og kg1s1 at

2.7 km level) and accretion of snow (PGACS-80x10g kg1s1 at

2.7 km level) shown in Figs. 4.21 and 4.18 respectively. Although

the graupel is initiated in the interface between the updraft and

downdrafts, the location of graupel maxima occur behind the

downdraft region. This is basically due to the horizontal

advection of graupel and also due to the above mentioned growth

mechanisms (PGACW, PGACS). The graupel is carried towards the

downdraft region by this advection allowing melting to take place.

The melted graupel (PGML2'2OOx10g kg1s1 at 1.8 km level,

Fig. 4.22) is a source for rain.

The maximum rain water content is 3.5 g kg1 (Fig. 4.20) which

occurs at approximately 0.8 km behind the leading edge of the

surface cold front. The warm rain process (Fig. 4.15) is the

primary growth mechanism for the rain water. The secondary process

is the graupel melting that activates well behind cold front. Rain
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Fig. 4.20. Mean 2-D results for the rain water mixing ratio

(q) in the 12:12 PST simulation. Units are in g kg.
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Fig. 4.21. Mean 2-D results showing the growth rate of graupel

due to the collection of cloud water (PGACW) for the 12:12 PST

simulation. Units are in l0 g kg s..
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Fig. 4.22. Mean 2-D results for the rate of melting

graupel (PGMLT) for the 12:12 PST simulation. Units are in

io g kg1 s1.
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water evaporation (PREVP) is quite small (2Ox1O g kg1s1) when

comparing with the PRAW term. The important sources and sinks are

summarized in Table 4.1.

We have already noted that cloud water field is crucial to the

development and continual growth of the rain water, snow and

graupel. Therefore it is instructive to examine the source and

sink terms for cloud water at a series of heights through the

narrow-cold frontal rainbarid. By doing this, a vertical profile of

the partitioning of cloud water between source term (condensation)

and sink terms (evaporation, autocoriversion, collection, and

rixning) can be obtained. The results of this analysis are shown in

Figs. 4.23a-d.

Shown in Fig. 4.23a are the values of various source and sink

terms for cloud water at the 1.2 km level. This level is a produc-

tion level for cloud water through the condensation of water vapor;

that is, the condensation term (positive PCOND) is much larger the

any other sink terms. The condensation term is confined to the

updraft region (-23.5 km > x > -26.5 km) whereas evaporation of

cloud water (negative PCOND) is confined to the downdraft region

(-26.5 km > x > -27.5 km). The collection of cloud water by rain

(PRACW) is also significant at this level.

At the 2.1 km level there is still a net production of cloud

water, resulting from strong condensation (Fig. 4.23b). The rate

at which cloud water is removed by the autoconversion (PRAUT) in

the updraft region, is significantly larger than that at the 1.2 km

level. The formation of rain in the weak side of the updraft
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Table 4.1. Comparison between model derived rain water production
terms. All values are in units of 10g kg1s1.

Processes Peak Average

PRACW 216 12.00

PGMLT 184 5.20

PSMLT 38 0.58

PRAUT 25 4.60

PRACS1 50 -

PREy?2 25 1.40

tActivates in a 0.3 km layer just below the melting level in the
downdraft region.

2Si term for rain.
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(x=-26.5 kin) and in the strong downdraft region is due to the warm

rain process. This is the largest cloud water removal process at

this level.

The rate at which cloud water is removed at the 3.3 km level

(Fig. 4.23c) is due to the collection of cloud water by snow

(PSACW) and by graupel (PGACW). The horiiontally advected input

snow grows rapidly by riming mechanism (PSACW) at this level.

Since most of the graupel initiation takes place in the weak sides

of the updraft and downdraft regions (between x-26.5 and x-27.1

km) the removal of cloud water rapidly increases due to the

accretion of graupel (PGACw). The condensation rate decreases

because of the reduction in updraft velocity. The rain formation

process at this level is relatively small.

At the 4.2 km level (Fig. 4.23d), the magnitudes of all terms

have decreased sharply. Production of cloud water from

condensation process and rate of removal of cloud water due to

riming process are approximately on the same order of magnitude in

the updraft region. The condensation rate is small because the

updraft is considerably weaker at this level. Still rain water is

produced by autoconversion process. The accretion of cloud water

by graupel (PGACW) is small because heavy graupel particles do not

travel to this level.

The above analysis indicates the importance of the low level

organization (shallow convection) of the narrow-cold frontal

rainband. The cloud microphysica]. processes which have been

discussed earlier strongly depend on the shallow updraft. The bulk



condensation that results in large values of cloud water (-2

g kg1) was confined to the 3.3 km level and below. Below the

freezing level (-2.4 km) cloud water is removed by the collection

of cloud water by rain. above the freezing level, the accretion

processes such as PGACW and PSACW are quite important in the

updraft as well as downdraft regions.

Similar analyses were conducted by Rutledge and Hobbs (1984).

Their microphysical organization is quite shallower than ours

because the weak updraft in that case (5 ms1) was limited to the 3

km level and below. The most significant cloud water removal

process was riming. The warm rain process (PRACW) was less

important when compared with the riming and accretional processes.

In our study the low level organization of warm rain process is

remarkably larger than any other sink for the cloud water field.

Hence the precipitation mechanisms of both case studies are quite

different.

The precipitation rates computed by the mean two-dimensional

analysis are shown Fig. 4.24. Again, the precipitation rate is the

total rate from rain, snow and graupel. Only one precipitation

core can be observed with a maximum of 114 mmh1 at 0.6 km level.

The peak precipitation rate occurs exactly below the peak of PRACW;

that is, precipitation just behind the cold front is mainly due to

the warm rain process whereas precipitation in the rear side of the

downdraft is due to the graupel melting. The precipitation above

the melting level is dominated by graupel.
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Shown in Table 4.2 are comparisons between model-derived (mean

2-D and 3-D) precipitation rates and measurements discussed by

Carbone (1982). The model predicted precipitation rate at the 0.6

km level, for the mean two-dimensional case (114 mmh1) agrees

quite well with the four-minute average measured precipitation.

However, the peak precipitation rate in excess of 200 mmh1 (in the

3-D case study) is considerably higher than the surface measure-

ments. The model derived average precipitation rate (9 mmh and

23.45 mmh1 for mean 2-D and 3-D results respectively) are also

quite higher than the 40 minute average surface precipitation (2.5

mnth1). Space averaging has been used to compute the model results

whereas time average has been used to calculate the surface

precipitation rates. Furthermore, the measurements and model

results correspond to the surface and the 0.6 km levels respective-

ly. Because of the above mentioned calculation and measurement

procedures differences in the average model results and field

measurements are expected.

Hobbs and Biswas (1979), Matejka etal. (1980), and Hobbs and

Persson (1982) indicated that heavy precipitation occurs in the

precipitation cores where riming is the dominant growth mechanism

for precipitation processes. They also noted that the riming

process strongly depends on the shallow updraft as well as the

horizontal advection of snow from the stratiform region ahead of

the precipitation cores. Rutledge and Hobbs (1984) model studies

demonstrated that the formation of graupel via collecting cloud

water by snow and melting of graupel were the most important



Table 4.2. Comparison between model derived precipitation rates
and field measurements (3-D and mean 2-D simulations).
All values are in units of ninh'1.

Model results Measurements
Simulations

Peak1 Average2 Peak3 Average

3-D 255 23.45 - -

Mean 2-D 114 9.9 100 2.5

1Maximum precipitation at 0.6 km level.

2Average precipitation rate at 0.6 km level during the passage of
the cold-frontal rainband.

3Four-mirjute average precipitation in the precipitation core
region.

Forty-minute average precipitation behind the strong downdraft
region.
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precipitation growth mechanisms. Their study agreed well with

Hobbs and Perssons' field measurements. But our model simulations

indicate that the most important precipitation growth mechanism is

the low level organization of warm rain process (PRACW) in the

region where two-dimensional characteristics are more pronounced.

The precipitation well behind the cold-front is due to the melting

of graupel.

4.3 Model Results for 12:12 PST, Analytical Gamma Raindrop
Distribution

In this section model results for the Analytical Gamma

raindrop distribution (AG) are discussed and comparisons are made

with the previous simulation which employed the Marshall Palmer

raindrop (MP) size distribution. To simplify our discussions, the

difference between MP and AG results are presented here. Most of

these deviations occur in the highly two-dimensional updraft and

downdraft region (-29.5 < x < -23.5 kin). Hence we select a x-z

cross-section at the y=11.4 kin to analyze these deviations. All

differences in fields shown are steady state values after 3000 S

integration time. First, we discuss the microphysical processes

that primarily deal with the AG distribution and then discuss in

brief the overall precipitation structure of the rainband.

Deviations (MP-AG) in the warm rain process (PRACW) are shown

in Fig. 4.25. These differences are quite significant just ahead

and behind the cold front. Ahead of the cold front, the PRACW

values for the MP distribution are considerably less than the
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Fig. 4.24. Mean 2-D results for the precipitation rate

in the 12:12 PST simulation. Units are in mm h.
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Fig. 4.25. Vertical cross-section of the differences of the MP

and AG results for warm rain process (PRACW) for the 12:12 PST

simulation. Units are in lO g kg s. Shaded area denotes the

region where AG values are greater than the MP values.
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AG values (shaded area in Fig. 4.25), whereas behind the cold front

and also above the melting layer (2.4 kin), the PRACW values for the

MP distribution are greater than the AG values. Table 4.3 (adapted

from Willis, 1984) summarized how the precipitation rates relate

with the errors of the warm rain coalescence growth for the NP and

AG distributions. We find that larger and smaller precipitation

rates have a higher percentage errors in the NP distribution as

compared with AG distribution. Since the precipitation rates ahead

and behind the front are on the order of 5-50 ninh1 and 100-150

j.Jl respectively, the deviations in the warm rain process (Fig.

4.25) are simply due to the characteristics of the AG distribution.

The differences (NP-AG) in the rain water evaporation field

(PREVP) is shown in Fig. 4.26 where the shaded areas denote the NP

values exceeding the AG values. The AG evaporation rates are

larger than the NP evaporation rates in the downdraft region. The

peak difference (MP-AG) of PREVP is in excess of 20x10g kg1s1

which occurs just behind the cold front where the NP precipitation

rate as well as the AG precipitation rate are large (100-150

mmh1). Willis (1984) demonstrated that the average percentage

raindrop evaporation error (Table 4.4, adapted from Willis, 1984)

for the NP was quite larger than the AG for higher precipitation

rates (100-150 mmh1). Hence the increase in PREVP, in the AG

case, at the downdraft (behind the surface cold front) is also due

to the characteristics of the AG distribution.

Shown in Fig. 4.27 is the vertical cross-section at y=ll.4 km,

for the deviations (MP-AG) in cloud water content. The AG cloud
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Table 4.3. Average coalescence growth rate error, in percent
(Adapted from Willis, 1984).

Precipitation Marshall- Analytical
rate (mmh1) Palmer Gamma

150-200 26.95 2.48

100-150 16.38 4.07

50-100 10.66 3.94

10-50 9.02 4.60

0-10 39.34 8.58

Table 4.4. Average drop evaporation rate error, in percent
(Adapted from Willis, 1984).

Precipitation Marshall- Analytical
rate (mmh1) Palmer Gamma

150-200 27.10 3.84

100-150 13.44 2.83

50-100 13.84 4.69

10-50 26.55 8.60

0-10 88.64 9.71
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Fig. 4.26. Vertical cross-section of the differences of the rate

of rain water evaporation (PREVP) in the 12:12 PST simulation.

Units are in 1O4 g kg s* Shaded area denotes where AG values

are less than MP values. c y=ll.4 Km.
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Fig. 4.27. Vertical cross-section of the difference of the MP and

AG results for the cloud water content (q,., g kg') at y11.4 Km

for the 12:12 PST simulation. Shading as in Fig. 4.25.



water content is considerably lower (positive values in Fig. 4.27)

than the MP cloud water content because of the increased collection

of cloud water by rain, ahead of the cold front. The auto-

conversion process in the downdraft region also decreases as

compared with the MP results because of the low cloud water mixing

ratio. Since PRAUT and PRACW are not fully activated above the 0C

level compared to the NP case, the cloud water is more readily

removed by snow (PSACW) and graupel (PGACW).

The deviations in the rain water mixing ratio are shown in

Fig. 4.28. Above 2.4 km level, the rain water mixing ratio

decreases for AG distribution because the PRACW and PRAUT processes

have decreased. At 1.8 - 2.1 km levels there is a net increase in

rain water production in the weak side of the updraft and downdraft

regions. In the main downdraft region, the rain water mixing ratio

decreases because of the increase in evaporation of rain water and

decrease in warm rain process.

The differences in the precipitation rates for MP and AG

distributions are shown in Fig. 4.29. The maximum differences are

±20 nimh1. At the top of the downdraft and the weak side of the

updraft region (x-27.1 km) the precipitation rate increases due

to the rapid increase in the warm rain process. In the low level

downdraft region precipitation rates decrease due to the evapora-

tion of rain water and also due to the reduction in warm rain

coalescence growth rate. Still the major rain water production

term is PRACW. Deviations in precipitation rate outside the down-

draft are almost negligible (that is, where the precipitation rates
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are small).

Shown in Table 4.5 are the comparison between the precipita-

tion rates derived from the Marshall-Palmer model simulation and

the AG model simulation. It indicates that the both the peak and

average precipitation rates decrease at the 0.6 km level when the

AG raindrop distribution is used. These differences are due to the

variations in the evaporation and warm rain processes that depend

strongly on characteristics of the AG distribution form. Hence

this sensitivity study has indicated that considerable differences

in the model warm rain fields can occur when the raindrop size

distribution is changed from a Marshall-Palmer to an Analytical

Gamma.

4.4 Model Simulation for 12:16 PST and Comparison With
Observations

In this section we discuss the model results for the embedded

simulation when the 12:16 PST wind volume is used as model input.

The embedded simulation has been conducted in a similar manner to

the 12:12 PST simulation in that an input snow profile has been

assumed along the inflow boundary based on reflectivity measure-

ments.

The profiles of the average reflectivity and input snow at

x=-18.2 km are shown in Fig. 4.30. These profiles are quite

different from Case 1, at 12:12 PST. The average reflectivity

profile indicate two peaks. A peak value of reflectivity corre-

sponds to a peak in the snow mixing ratio (4.31 g kg1) at the 3.6
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km level. The lower level reflectivity maximum corresponds to the

melting layer (radar bright band) at the 1.8 km level. This

indicates that indeed some ice particles were falling out ahead of

the rainband as light precipitation, hence giving rise to the radar

bright band.

This simulation includes a highly two-dimensional rainband

region and a tornado vortex. We have noted that the two-dimension-

al region is similar to the Case 1 study. Hence we will limit our

model discussions therefore to the tornado vortex region. All

fields shown are steady-state values after 2500 s of integration

time.

Model predicted characteristics of the temperature field are

similar to the previously discussed temperature characteristics for

Case 1; that is, the updraft and downdraft regions are again

characterized by higher temperatures than the inflow air, because

of the latent heat release and diabatic warming in the updraft and

downdraft respectively.

Shown in Figs. 4.31a,b are the horizontal and vertical cross-

sections of the cloud liquid water mixing ratio (qc) at z=2.4 km

and y=9.9 km respectively. The cloud water reaches peak values of

5 g kg1 in the updraft region at the 2.1 km level where strong

convergence and rising motion occurs (Fig. 2.8). Fig 4.31 also

indicates that a secondary cloud water maximum occurs well behind

the tornado vortex (x=-20.3, y=9.9 km) due to the weak updraft

(-5 ms1) at x=-22.7 km. Strong vertical motion around the

vortex results in a large amounts of condensation (PCOND) of water
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Fig. 4.31. Model results for the distribution of cloud water

mixing ratio (q) in the 12:16 PST simulation; (a) horizontal

cross-section at z=2.4 Km, and (b) vertical cross-section at

y9.9 Km. Units are in g kg*
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vapor. Centers of the positive values of PCOND (condensation) and

negative values (evaporation) coincide with centers of upward and

downward motion, respectively. The peak condensation rate is quite

large (-686x10g kg1s) and is located at the 1.5-1.8 km

levels (just behind the center of the vortex), in the updraft.

Since the cloud water mixing ratio exceeds the threshold value

of 0.5 g kg1 for autoconversion (PRAUT) over a large regions of

the main updraft and secondary updraft (x=-22.7, y9.9 km), rain

water is initiated. The structure of PRAUT is similar to the cloud

water mixing ratio.

The distribution of snow mixing ratio (q5) in this

simulation is shown in Fig. 4.32. Three regions are readily

identifiable. Just ahead of the updraft region, beyond x=-18.7 1cm,

the peak values are simply due to the input snow (q9o). The

vapor depositional growth of snow (PSDEP) in this region is quite

small. In the strong updraft region, between x-19.7 and x=-18.7

km, the snow mixing ratio is quite small (0.4 g kg1) compared with

the other regions. Just behind the updraft and at the top of the

downdraft (where the tornado vortex center is located), q9 again

slightly increases (0.7 g kg'). Fig. 4.32 also indicates that

snow particles follow the air motion pattern in this region; that

is, horizontally advected input snow from the stratiform region is

carried upward by the updraft and finally falls into the downdraft

core. The important growth mechanism for snow production is

collection of cloud water by snow (PSACW). The maximum value of

PSACW (362x10g kg1s1) is located in the tornado vortex
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region where the snow content also has a peak of 0.7 g kg1

(x=-20.0, and the 2.7 km level). At the top of the main downdraft

core (vortex center, x=-20.3, y=9.9 1cm), the snow content is quite

low. This is the location where both snow and cloud water are

removed due to the initiation of graupel (hatched area in Fig.

4.32). Between x=-20.6 and x=-22.1 kin, qs decreases because in

this region where collection of snow by graupel (PGACS) increases

and production of snow by riming also decreases. The fairly high

temperatures in the downdraft core cause rapid melting of snow

(PSMLT196x10g kg1s1) at the lower levels (< 2.4 kin). The

largest snow content is located at the top of the secondary updraft

and weak side of the downdraft (Fig. 4.32, x=-22.4, y=9.9 and z2.4

1cm). At this location snow is accumulated due to the weak

divergence and also increases by riming, because of the higher

cloud water mixing ratio (Fig. 4.31).

The graupel field (qg) is shown in Fig. 4.33. The hatched

area (where graupel is initiated) is located exactly at the top the

of the tornado vortex region (x=-20.3, y=9.9 and z=3.0 kin). The

graupel field is initiated at the top of the tornado vortex, where

snow particles which are transported by the updraft from the

stratiform region, grow rapidly by accreting cloud water. In this

region, q and q exceed the required threshold values of 0.5

g kg1 and 1 g kg1 respectively. The other graupel initiation

mechanisms are not activated in this simulation because of the low

rain water mixing ratio for T < 273.

The graupel field is characterized by large graupel mixing
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ratios in the downdraft region. One peak value of graupel (4

g kg1 at the 2.4 km level) is located in the tornado vortex and

the second other is located well behind the vortex at the 2.4 km

(x=-206), with a maximum value in excess of 8 g kg1. Once

graupel is initiated in the center of the vortex it continues to

grow rapidly through accretion of cloud water (PGACW57Ox1O

g kg1s1, at the 2.7 km level) and snow (PGACS- 189x10g kg1s1

at the 2.7-3.0 km levels). Although the graupel initiation occurs

at 3.0 km level in the tornado vortex, the highest graupel content

is located at 2.4 km level where graupel content increases by

riming. Finally these heavy graupel particles fall in the vortex

center. Below the 2.4 km level qg decreases due to melting

(PGMLT).

Graupel is also initiated by riming of snow well behind the

vortex, in the downdraft at the 3.3 km level (hatched area at

x=-21.7 kin). Because of very weak horizontal divergence at this

level (Fig. 2.8), horizontal transport of graupel is quite small

and hence graupel accumulates. At the top of the updraft, the mass

weighted fall speed of graupel and the updraft velocity are on the

same order of magnitude. At this level the graupel begins to fall

relative to the updraft and finally it tilts towards the weak

downdraft region as shown in Fig. 4.33.

The x-y and x-z cross-sections of the q., field through the

center of the tornado vortex are shown in Figs. 4.34a,b. The peak

of 8 g kg1 occurs exactly at the center of vortex. The

comparison of source and sink terms for the rain water content is
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given in Table 4.6 where it is clear that the most important growth

term for rain water is warm rain process (PRACW). Figs. 4.35a,b

indicate that both the peaks of PGMLT and PRACW occur in the

tornado vortex.

The total precipitation rate is shown in Fig. 4.36. The

precipitation rate is characterized by circular contours in the

vortex region and two-dimensional precipitation pattern in the

region where strong updraft and downdraft circulations are most

pronounced. The heaviest precipitation rate in excess of 300 rnmh

is located at the center of the vortex at 0.6 km level. The

precipitation above the melting layer is in the form of graupel.

The horizontal and vertical structures of the model derived

radar reflectivity are shown in Figs. 4.37a-b. The lower level

reflectivity in the updraft region is quite small when compared

with observations (Fig. 2.12). This may be due to the neglect of

large cloud water contents when computing the model

reflectivities. Possibly, large wetted ice particles were also

present to give large ref lectivities. Higher ref lectivities are

associated with the downdraft regions in accord with observations.

The radar reflectivity pattern (Fig. 4.37b) at the top of the

updraft and downdraft regions is quite different from observations

because of the absence of the vault region. But the hook echo can

be clearly identifiable from Fig. 4.3 7a (x-y cross-section).

Higher ref lectivities are shown in Fig. 4.37b approximately at the

2.7 - 3.6 km levels. The maximum reflectivity of 45 dBz at the 2.7

- 3.6 km level (top of the secondary updraft region, -23.0 < X <



Table 4.5. Comparison between the model derived precipitation
fields for the Marshall-Palmer (MP) and Analytical
Ganima (AG) raindrop distributions at 0.6 km. All

values are in units of mmh1.

Simulation Peak Average Peak Average
(at y=ll.4 km)

3-D MP 255 25.2 153.9 11.65

AG 240 23.7 140.0 12.01
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Table 4.6. Comparison of source and sink terms for rain water
mixing ratio (at y=9.9 kin) for Case 2, 12:16 PST. All
values are in units of 10g kg1s1.

Process Peak Average

PRACW 922.8 24.0

PGMLT 475.5 11.8

PSMLT 196.6 4.0

PRAUT 55.7 5.0

PREy?1 56.2 1.1

1Sink term for rain.
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-21.5 km), results from the accumulation of graupel.

4.5 Summary

In this chapter the results of model simulations have been

presented. Basically two simulations have been conducted where we

have used Case 1 (12:12 PST) and Case 2 (12:16 PST) data sets.

For both Case 1 and Case 2 simulations the dominant mechanism

for the production of precipitation was the collection of cloud

water by rain (warm rain process). Strong shallow convection was

observed in both cases. Initiation and production of graupel was

basically dependent upon the input snow content (q5). Graupel

grew rapidly by accreting cloud water in the downdraft region at

the 2.7 - 3.6 km levels. The Case 1 simulation demonstrated that

precipitation occurred in two distinct regions across the NCFR. A

highly two-dimensional precipitation region was located just behind

the strong two-dimensional updraft. Well behind the main down-

draft, weak precipitation rates was present due to melting

graupel. The Case 2 simulation indicated that in the tornado

vortex region most of the precipitation occurred due to the warm

rain process which developed after graupel melted and also after

the autoconversion of cloud water in the updraft region.

The mean two-dimensional analysis for Case 1 indicated that

the microphysical and precipitation mechanisms were also highly

two-dimensional. The peak precipitation rate (114 mmh1) in this

study agreed well with the observations.

The sensitivity study for the rain water distribution was
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conducted by introducing the Analytical Gamma form for the raindrop

size distribution. Evaporation and coalescence errors for the

Marshall-Palmer type distribution have been reduced. This is

simply due to the characteristics of the Analytical Gamma

distribution.
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5. DIAGNOSTIC ANALYSIS OF FRONTOGENESIS

5.1 Description of the Frontogenesis Analysis

In this chapter the thermodynamic structure of the narrow

cold-frontal rainbarid is discussed with the aid of the

frontogenesis equation. Contributions as a result of diabatic

processes are evaluated. Basically the temperature structure is

discussed by analyzing the relations between the gradients of the

temperature and wind fields across the NCFR.

The equation for this frontogenesis analysis is as follows,

d 3T ju T v T w 9T
(.) = - + r

d
(5. 1)

The d/dt operator signifies the total differentiation in the

Lagrangian sense. The x axis is directed perpendicular to the

front, with positive x values in the direction towards the warm

air. The four terms on the right-hand side of the Eq. (5.1)

represent the four contributions to the rate of change of the

horizontal thermal gradient. In order they are: the effect of

diabatic heating due to microphysical processes (no turbulent

mixing), the effect of the horizontal convergence of isotherms by

the component of the wind perpendicular to the front (confluence

term), the effect of differential thermal advection across the

front by the component of the wind along the front, and the effect

of tilting of the vertical gradient of the potential temperature by

the vertical air motions (tilting term).
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5.2 Discussion of the Results

Diabatic heat load and frontogenesis calculations have been

conducted for the Case 1 (12:12 PST) model simulation as discussed

in Section 4.2. Shown in Fig. 5.la-c are the x-z cross-sections of

the heat load for the microphysical processes of condensation,

evaporation, and melting at y=11.4 km respectively. Diabatic heat-

ing due to condensation (Fig. 5.la) is characterized by strong

warming (positive values) in the updraft and cooling (negative

values) just behind the downdraft. These warming and cooling

pockets are simply due to the latent heat release in the updraft

and cloud water evaporation in the downdraft regions. The peak

values of heating and cooling are in excess of 130x103K s and

80x103K s1 respectively. Contributions from the rain water

evaporation (Fig. 5.lb) and melting of hydrometeors (Fig. 5.lc,

1Ox103K s) are quite small as compared with the condensation

term. Shown in Fig. 5.ld is the x-z cross-section of the total

diabatic heat load (Sh/p) at y=11.4 km. The largest heat load

contribution comes from the condensation field. It also indicates

that heating in the updraft region (ahead of the front) and cooling

in the downdraft region (just behind the front) are basically due

to the latent heat release and evaporative cooling respectively.

The leading edge of the cold front is characterized by large heat-

ing rates (100x103K s1) ahead and cooling rates (<60x103

K s1) behind it. Well behind the leading edge of the surface cold

front, heating and cooling rates (<1Ox1O3K s1) occur above and

below the front respectively. This warming is basically due to the
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Fig. 5.1. Vertical cross-section of the diabatic heat loads,

(a) condensation, (b) evaporation, (c) melting, and (d) total

diabatic heat load, at y=ll.4 Km for the 12:12 PST simulation.

Positive and negative values denote the heating and cooling

respectively. Units are in 10 K s.
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riffling process above the frontal region whereas the cooling is due

to the melting of hydrorneteors and evaporation of rain water below

the front.

The x-z cross-section of the cross frontal gradient of the

total diabatic heat load at y=ll.4 km location is shown in Fig.

5.2a. The largest positive values (frontogenesis) and negative

values (frontolysis) are found near the 0.9-1.2 km levels in the

region of the largest gradients in the total diabatic heat field.

The largest value of frontogenesis is about 200x106K ms1. Fig.

5.2a also indicates that the cold frontal zone is characterized by

strong frontogenesis ahead of the front and frontolysis immediately

behind it.

The second term on the right of Eq. (5.1), the confluence term

is shown in Fig. 5.2b. Just above the frontal zone, near the 2.1

km level, positive values as large as 20x106K ms1 occur. In this

region, both the maximum wind convergence (-5x103s1, Fig. 2.7)

and strong temperature gradients are present thus tending to

produce a significant confluence. This confluence term is

considerably larger than the Sanders (1955) findings, the same

order of magnitude as Bond and Fleagle (1985), and Parsons etal.

(1986) results, and also one order of magnitude less than the

Shapiro (1984) results.

The effect of differential thermal advection across the front

by the component of the wind along the front (the third term on

right of Eq. 5.1) is shown in Fig. 5.2c. The peak frontogenesis of

10x106K ms1 occurs ahead of the cold front where the prefrontal
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low level jet (LU) is located at 0.65 km level.

The pattern of the frontogenetical and frontolytical effects

arising from the fourth term on the right of Eq. 5.1 (tilting term)

is shown in Fig. 5.2d. Intense frontogenesis is located ahead of

the front, in the right side of the updraft (x > -27.1 kin) owing to

the intense negative gradients of vertical motion. The model

predicted temperature field indicates that (3T/az+rd) is always

positive because of moist processes. Just ahead of the leading

edge of the surface cold frontal zone (-27.1 < x < -25.3 kin) the

effect is strongly frontolytic in the lower levels due to the

coincidence of large a positive gradient of vertical motion and

large stability. The peak value of the tilting term (frontolysis

200x106K ms') occurs 0.4 km ahead of the front at 0.9-1.2 km

levels where model predicted lapse rates are nearly the same order

or less than the pseudoadiabatic lapse rate. We conclude that in

this region low level air is stable to moist processes. Because of

the negative horizontal gradients of the vertical wind field in the

downdraft region, the tilting term is positive (frontogerietic).

Again in the weak updraft region, Fig. 5.2d indicates a relatively

small frontolytical effect (30x106K ms1). Bond and Fleagle

(1985) also found a frontolytical tilting effect (90x106K ms) in

the right side of the updraft above 900 mb level. Bond and

Fleagle, and also Shapiro (1984) found a frontogenetical tilting

effect in the low levels of the updraft because of the convective

instability. Our analysis shows strong stability at low levels

which leads to frontolysis tilting effects.
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The sum of the frontogenetical processes is shown Fig. 5.2e.

Basically the cold front is characterized by a large frontogenesis

and frontolysis just ahead and behind the cold front respectively.

The important mechanisms in this region are the diabatic heating

and tilting terms. Below 0.9 km and just ahead of the surface

gravity current, the frontolysis effects are more pronounced

because of the tilting effect; that is, air is stable in this

region. The field measurements (Carbone, 1982) and numerical model

simulations (Parsons etal., 1986) have found that a high pressure

region occurred just ahead of the cold front at low levels. These

studies have also reported that warm air was lifted over the cold

air mass because of the pressure forces at low levels. No evidence

for a buoyant updraft was found. Fig. 2.18 indicates that

negligible potential inability exists in the warm-sector of the

cold front (Carbone, 1982). At the right side of the updraft the

froritolysis effects are weak (1x106K ms1) because of the higher

tilting term. In the weak updraft and downdraft region, well

behind the cold front (between x=-28.3 km and x=-31.3 kin)

frontogenesis and frontolysis characteristics are basically

governed by the tilting effects.

5.3 Summary

In this chapter the thermodynamic structure of the narrow

cold-frontal rainband has been discussed with the aid of

frontogenesis equation.

The leading edge of the cold-front was characterized by strong
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warming. Just behind the front strong cooling took place. These

heat load contributions came from water vapor condensation and

evaporation. Well behind the leading edge of the cold-front the

warming and cooling that were contributed from the riming and

melting of hydrometeors respectively were quite small as compared

with condensation heat load near the front.

The frontogenesis analysis indicated that the leading edge of

the surface cold-front was characterized by frontogenetical effects

(above 0.9 km level) and frontolytical effects just ahead and

immediately behind the cold-front respectively. The most important

terms were diabatic and tilting terms. Below the 0.9 km level at

the leading of the surface cold-front, the frontolytical effects

that were more pronounced, would lead to the mechanical lifting of

warm-sector air other than having buoyancy effects.
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6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

6.1 Conclusions and Model Evaluation

In this thesis, we have described a diagnostic modeling study

of the cloud and precipitation processes, and also frontogenesis in

a severe narrow cold-frontal rainband described by Carbone (1982).

The results of both the 12:12 PST and 12:16 PST simulations

indicated that the heavy precipitation just behind the surface cold

front was associated with a low-level warm rain process that formed

as follows: Strong upward motion of warm moist air allows rapid

condensation to take place immediately ahead of the cold front. In

the 12:12 PST simulation, the rain water was initiated by the

autoconversiori of cloud water ahead of the cold frontal region.

But in the 12:16 PST simulation, the rain water was formed both by

the autoconversion of cloud water ahead of the cold front and also

by the melting of graupel, just behind the cold front. Once the

rain water is initiated, it grows rapidly by accreting cloud water

(warm rain process) below the melting level, resulting in heavy

precipitation just behind the surface cold front.

The precipitation well behind the leading edge of the cold

front was basically due to the melting of graupel. When snow

particles from the stratiform region ahead of the NCFR entered the

strong updraft region they were carried towards the top of the

downdraft region by a combination of the updraft and horizontal

winds, allowing snow to grow by riming. The riming process lead to

higher snow contents in the updraft and downdraft interface where

graupel was initiated by snow-cloud water collisions. Once
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initiated, the graupel continued to grow by the collection of cloud

water and snow, and heavy graupel fell in the weak side of down-

draft region where graupel melted before it reached the ground.

Sensitivity studies for the rain water distribution indicated

that the Analytical Gamma distribution form reduced the coalescence

and evaporation errors when compared with the usual Marshall-Palmer

raindrop results. As a result of this the maximum and average

precipitation rates at 0.6 kin level decreased by an order of 15

mmh1 and 2 mmh1 respectively (compared with Marshall-Palmer

results).

The heat load calculations indicated that strong heating and

cooling due to cloud microphysical processes occurred ahead of the

cold front and just behind it respectively. Latent heat release

due to condensation, and evaporative cooling were responsible for

the the heating and cooling effects respectively. This differen-

tial heating at the leading edge of the surface cold front,

facilitated the required density contrast across the front and thus

maintained the propagation of the density current. Behind the

frontal head region, the height of the density current was main-

tained due to the diabatic heating and cooling above and below the

front respectively. The responsible microphysical processes for

the above heating and cooling were the riming and melting of hydro-

meteors respectively.

The leading edge of the cold front was characterized by

frontogenetical (> 0.9 km level) and frontolytical effects just

ahead and just behind cold front. The most important terms were
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the diabatic and tilting terms. Just ahead of the front at the

low-levels (< 0.9 kin), there were a frontolysis characteristics

because of the tilting effects. This demonstrated that the

buoyancy effects were almost negligible at the leading edge of the

front (<0.9 km) where updraft notion might be due to the mechanical

lifting (pressure effects) of warm air over the cold surface. Once

this warm air was lifted, the diabatic heating due to condensation,

created a strong upward motion at the 2 km level where strong

frontogenesis could be observed.

6.2 Suggestions for Future Research

The microphysical parameteriation can be modified by intro-

ducing stochastic coalescence effects in the precipitation fields

(especially in the rain water field). We can further improve the

rain water development by introducing the drop break-up process.

In the present study the maximum mean diameters were on the order

of 2-3 mm. Hence drop break-up uld likely occur since rather

large drops were present.

The model which has been used in these studies was a kinematic

model; that is, feed back mechanisms between the cloud microphysics

and air motion patterns are not simulated. These shortcomings

could be minimized by using a complete dynamic model (in which the

wind field is explicit function of time) which provides a proper

interaction between microphysical and dynamical processes.
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